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Advertising Video of Jiangsu Shilin Electric Equipment Co. Ltd. 
Research the changes of the universe; achieve high goals by innovation. 

Observe the inclusive trend of the ocean; pursue truth by intelligence. 

Yangzhong in Jiangsu is a place abundant in beautiful scenery and outstanding talents. The unique geographical environment gave birth to 

an excellent enterprise. Shilin Electric created many tortuous and grand epics in the process of development! 

Walk on the grand way – the way of science and technology; create value  

Jiangsu Shilin Electric Group was founded in 2002. After years of development, now it has become a high technology enterprise with six 

subsidiaries, integrating research & development, production, sales and after-sales service, committed to intelligent electrical equipment, 

high-efficiency solar photovoltaic modules and solar power system integration. By high-end positioning and comprehensive development, the 

group has experienced the reform of growing out from nothing, getting strong from a fragile enterprise, and changing from a production 

enterprise to an intelligence enterprise. The glorious history of hard work in the establishment witnessed the development and prosperity of 

electrical equipment industry in East China, and demonstrated the great changes in the science and technology development in China. Shilin 

people engraved immortal marks with their diligence. Like casting a sword for ten years, after years of accumulation and development with 

persistence, the enterprise has got the total area of 110 thousand square meters and more than 1000 employees. Endeavoring Shilin employees 

are showing the world their enthusiasm and ambition with self-improvement and fighting spirit. 

Take heavy responsibility - the responsibility of innovation; never stop 

Focusing on the principle of "science and technology constitute the primary productive forces", with constantly innovative concept and 

working attitude of excellence, the group has all along been cooperating with System Electric in Germany, ABB Electric, Schneider Busway 

Hong Kong Co., Ltd. in manufacturing and managing high and low voltage power distribution cabinets, high voltage insulation pipe busway, 

wind power flexible pipe type busway, illumination busway, dense type busway, IP68 waterproof anti-corrosion resin casting busway, casting 

busway for nuclear power, nuclear power cable bridge, composite glass fiber, fire-resistant cable bridge, flow-forming circular energy-saving 

high-strength cable bridge, and mobile drill power plant. The enterprise passed in one attempt the qualified supplier certification of CNNC, 

quality management system certification of ABS (American Bureau of Shipping), CE certification of EU, quality management system 

certification of CCS (China Classification Society), ISO9001 international quality certification, OHSAS18001 Occupational Health and Safety 

Assessment Series certification, ISO14001 environmental management system certification and "CCC" (China Compulsory Certification). All 

products passed the latest standard tests of the state or industry. As a national high-tech enterprise, Shilin Electric has obtained remarkable 

achievements in the field of industrial control, power supply and distribution, etc. Insulation pipe busway and waterproof busway it produces are 

in the largest scale and most complete categories in China. Its products are in the leading position in China and obtained a lot of national patents. 

Relying on the mature development experience and research achievements in recent ten years, it has built the largest energy-saving high-strength 

compression molding line for cable bridge in China, automatic robot welding equipment, and automatic riveting assembly line imported from 

Germany, and introduced silicone rubber extrusion stream line, high-temperature and high-pressure curing equipment advanced in the world, etc. 

The group has established production, research and development base of insulation pipe busway and wind power flexible pipe type busway. Its 

pipe type busway and resin casting busway have become the best brand in the industry with its advanced production technology. It’s in the 

leading position of the production technology of wind power flexible pipe type busway in China, and obtained Jiangsu Provincial High-tech 

Product Certification, ranking No. 1 in China. The business scope of the group has covered production of 5 - 300MW solar cell components, 

development, consultation, design, construction, supervision and engineering general contract of solar power system and other projects. 

Adhering to the enterprise spirit of "unity, pragmatism, struggle, and innovation", based on the business philosophy of creating unique customer 

value with advanced technology and perfect service, under the guide of 7S management model, the enterprise makes fine operation, information 

control, and digital development. For the goal of creating a national brand, it pays attention to the quality of every aspect, and constantly 

improves to pursue excellence. 

Obtain great achievements – the achievements of society; carry dreams 

Based on “technology marketing”, Jiangsu Shilin Electric Group established the marketing network all over China into a professional 

complete service network, which could response to users’ demands rapidly, make all-the-way tracking service, continuously solve problems and 

create value for customers. It has completed engineering projects of many enterprises including State Grid, Datang Power Generation, CNPC, 

Sinopec, Nest-type Beijing Olympic Stadium, Liaoning Xudabao Nuclear Power Plant, Jiangnan Shipyard, Huludao Nuclear Submarine Base, 
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China's three major operators, Foxconn Technology Group, Guangzhou Toyota, Shanghai Volkswagen, Baosteel Group, and China Railway 

Corporation, etc. Shilin gathered the energy of information and forged excellent brand image remarkable in the world. When the pace of 

globalization is extending to every corner of the world, Shilin adheres to focusing on quality, creating value for customers, and striving to build a 

world-class brand. It is expecting tomorrow’s ambition and striding towards the long journey in the future. Shilin people are talking about 

success and looking proudly at the sky!  

 

 


